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Radio

Podcasts

News & sports

Hosting 22,000+ podcasts for enterprise audio creators



Distribute your shows, everywhere your listeners are

Pod catchers
Omny RSS feeds are compatible with the 

most popular podcast directories and 

apps including Apple Podcasts, Spotify 

and Google Podcasts

Web properties
Customizable episode and playlist embed 

players for website and blog embedding. 

Fully responsive and customizable to suit 

client needs.

Mobile apps
Integrate audio content into a clients 

custom mobile app with optional 

consumption analytics integration



Ensure shows are live on emerging platforms

Smart speakers
Publish podcasts to Amazon Echo and 

Google Home smart speakers in a couple 

of clicks, using our compatible RSS feed.

Spotify 
We've partnered with Spotify to allow you 

to instantly syndicate your podcast to the 

most popular streaming service.

Global podcatchers
Omny builds relationships with podcast 

apps and platforms around the world, 

integrating to get your content heard.



Amplify your message, engage your audience

Audiograms using Headliner
Proven increase in engagement by sharing 

audio as a native piece of video content.

Social sharing
Build your audience with our social-

friendly omny.fm links

Social videos generate 1200% more shares than text and image content combined.
- G2 Crowd



Web & embed players to suit your style

Customizable player
Choose the size, colors and share buttons on your 

widget to match the show and client branding.

Mobile friendly
Omny embeds are optimized for mobile display 

and have a large play button for ease of use.

Select content to display
Share specific episodes or build a curated list of 

select episodes for different websites. 

Consumption analytics
Track how much of your audio is being listened to 

including the start, skip and drop-off points.



Transcribe audio for higher engagement

Automated machine or human 

transcripts 
Generate transcripts for your clips and recordings 

quickly and accurately. Supports over 28 

languages.

Export as subtitles
Generate WebVTT and SRT files to use as subtitles 

in video sharing.

Search for moments or keywords
Pull specific grabs, segments or re-purpose an 

interview into a written article with ease..

On this week’s show 
we have an amazing 
lineup of guests. 
Joining us in the studio 
today, we have the 
lead singer from one 
the best rock bands in 
the world



Content management made easy and beautiful

Simple upload
Supports uploading one or multiple MP3, AAC and 

WAV files using drag & drop. Can also integrate 

third-party CMS with APIs.

Edit metadata
Add rich descriptions with links and text 

formatting, custom artwork and Apple Podcasts 

metadata.

Flexible publishing
Control whether content is private, can only be 

shared with a link or publicly accessible. Allows 

scheduling for future publishing.

Watch demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HCUndLqWdPU

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=HCUndLqWdPU


Analytics you need to measure success

IAB certified reporting
Sophisticated heuristics and algorithms filter out 

erroneous downloads to give you industry-

compliant and trustworthy analytics.

Consumption analytics
Consumption analytics track every play, pause 

and seek of listener sessions.

Read-only analytics – COMING SOON
Provide your clients with access to their analytics, 

without worrying they will edit content. 

Attribution measurement
Attach attribution prefixes from Chartable etc, to 

measure ROI on campaigns.
Watch demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1krUqdnZBy4

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=1krUqdnZBy4


Manage users and control access to shows

Organization and program-level 

permissions
Producers or clients only see their own shows 

when logging in, while admin users get an 

organizational overview.

Network management
Combine client shows into ‘networks’ within the 

system, to group analytics.

Batch import users
Import all users during the podcast migration 

process with an email invitation.

Watch demo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YxrcYlKxdAU

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv=YxrcYlKxdAU


Get support, wherever and whenever you need it

24/7 worldwide support
Access global support teams who 

respond and provide help 24/7.

100% owned and operated
Host your content securely on proprietary 

technology.

Access VIP level service
From signup, to onboarding, growth and beyond 

– you’ll be treated like a VIP.
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